Order Form for Wedding Bible
Fax to 620-345-2582 or call 620-345-2532
E-mail orders@gospelpublishers.com
Date ordered: _____________________________________
Billing and shipping address:
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
Your phone number: _______________________________
You may pay with a credit card or we can enclose an invoice with the Bible and a check can be
sent. If paying with a credit card, we accept Visa, MasterCard and Discover. Please include the
account number, expiration date, and the three digit CVV code on the back of the card.
CC# ____________________________________________
Exp Date______________________3 digit cvv _________
Name on CC _____________________________________
When is your wedding? ____________________________ (we usually ship in 3-4 days)
Model number of Bible: ____________________________
Plain or thumb-index? ______________________________
Font: ___________________________________________
Name on cover: ___________________________________
Imprints inside (3 lines maximum – 1 at the top and 2 at the bottom):
Please underline any Letters to be Capitalized.
Top line (optional): ________________________________
Bottom line 1: ____________________________________
Bottom line 2: ____________________________________

Wedding Bible Options
The Thompson Chain Reference Bible has been the most popular choice of brides for many
years. There are two sizes – a slightly smaller Handy-size and the larger Standard-size. Both
Bibles have the same content – the only difference is size. Our catalog description with
dimensions and prices is attached on a separate page. All Bibles are available with thumb-index.
Each Bible is attractive in its own way – it is a matter of personal preference concerning the look
and feel of the leather.
All Thompson Chain Bible covers are genuine leather; even though the finishes are different and
the prices vary, the overall quality and durability is comparable. The covers can be described as
follows:
Handy-Size
536
Capri grain. A genuine leather with a natural leather-grain finish. It tends to have a varied grain
and could be compared to a wood-grain finish. (Though not as soft as the 531, below, this is still
a good quality leather.)
531
Cromwell Montana Cowhide. Premium genuine leather with a softer feel than the 536.
Standard-Size
506
Capri grain. The same leather finish as the 536, described above.
510
Levant grain. This leather exhibits a coarser finish – like snake-skin.
561
Cromwell Montana Cowhide. Premium genuine leather with a softer feel than the 506 and 510.

Cambridge KJ566:XR
Concord Reference Bible with a goatskin cover from Cambridge. This Bible does not have the
Thompson Chain references; although it does feature standard center-references and a nice
concordance. The Thompson Chain is more of a study Bible. The goatskin cover on the
Cambridge Bible is ultra-soft and durable.
Cambridge KJ564:XR
Same as above with a Calf-split leather cove. A quality genuine leather. Not as soft as the
goatskin and with a different texture.


Thompson Chain Reference Bibles

This is a Bible for anyone who loves the Word of God and wants a Bible to help him learn to
know it better. The excellent quality of the materials and the usefulness of the system of helps
make this a wonderful Bible to own or to give as a gift.
The Chain Reference Bible has helps built around the Bible text in two wide columns, located
directly opposite the verses. These “chains of references” are linked throughout the Bible, and
a reference number appears before each marginal help which connects with the same number
within the eight departments of helps in the back of the Bible.
The Thompson Chain Reference Bible features expanded Bible helps, a Bible glossary of archaic terms, and a Hebrew calendar.

Standard Size
Words of Christ in red, with ﬁne India paper and ﬁne genuine leather binding. Page size is 6⅝
x 8⅞ in.; thickness is 1⅜ in.

506 Genuine leather with Capri grain
Regular, 11002. $95.99
Indexed, 11003. $107.99
510 Genuine leather with Levant grain
Regular, 11004. $93.99
Indexed, 11005. $103.99
561 Cromwell Montana Cowhide. Premium genuine leather with a softer feel than the 506.
Regular, 13798. $140.99
Indexed, 13799. $152.99

Handy Size
Words of Christ in red, with ﬁne India paper and ﬁne genuine leather binding. Page size is 5½
x 7⅝ in.; thickness is 1⅜ in.

536 Genuine leather with Capri grain
Regular, 11009. $85.99
Indexed, 11010X. $95.99
531 Cromwell Montana Cowhide. Premium genuine leather with a softer feel than the 536.
Regular, 13626. $129.99
Indexed, 13627. $139.99


Cambridge Bibles
The Concord Reference Bible
A quality Bible with large, bold print. Page size is 5½ x 8¼ in.; thickness is 1¼ in.
Center references
Self-pronouncing text
Presentation page
India paper
Bible dictionary

KJ564:XR Calf-split leather
Regular, 17942. $158.00
Indexed, 11668. $168.00
KJ566:XR Goatskin leather
Regular, 11087. $243.00
Indexed, 10851. $253.00

Concordance
Family record
15 color maps
Words of Christ in red
Two ribbon markers

Suggestions and options for Bible Imprints

Attached is a sample type sheet showing the different fonts available from Gospel Publishers.

Generally, we use a smaller type for any message on the inside cover (also known as the flyleaf),
and a larger type for the name on the cover. With this in mind, the Murray Hill and Goudy fonts
are the only ones we have available in two type sizes. However, you may choose one of the other
fonts if you don’t mind having the same size inside and outside.
Our imprint machine allows a maximum of 3 lines inside – 1 at the top and 2 at the bottom. If
choosing three lines the date is usually at the top, with a short message and the bride’s name at
the bottom. (If you’ve seen longer messages, they have not come from Gospel Publishers.)
For example:
June 25, 2010

With all my love,
Melissa
Other possibilities include:
On our wedding day…
With all my love, Melissa

Love makes all hearts gentle,
With all my love, Melissa
All my love forever,xxx
On our wedding day, Melissa

Gospel Publishers
Cover Imprint Styl
Murray Hill, 24 point, often used on outside
cover

Announcement Roman

Murray Hill, 18 point, often used on ﬂyleaf
imprint or on smaller Bibles

Example of inside imprint

Goudy, 18 point, often used on outside cover

Park Avenue

Goudy, 14 point, often used on ﬂyleaf imprint or
on smaller Bibles

Example of inside imprint

Kirkbride / Thompson Chain
531 or 561

Kirkbride
536 (Handy Size)
or
506 (Standard Size)

Kirkbride
510

Cambridge KJ:566
Goatskin leather

Cambridge KJ:564
Calf-split leather

